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Turn Necessity into Gold:   
The Annual Cyber Risk Assessment 
That Satisfies Regulatory and  
Compliance Reporting
Save time and money while reducing the impact on workflow. 

Assured’s TripleHelixSM delivers a roadmap of cyber health im-
provements, your CyberScore® and populates your Regulatory 
Compliance Dossier in one solution.



you a hero in the eyes of your boss, the CFO, oth-

ers in the C-Suite and members of the Board of 

Directors?

T H E  C L A R I T Y  O F  I N N O V AT I O N

“Everyone gets hacked.  
When it happens, call us!” 
   OUTDATED, DEFEATIST MANTRA

“Getting hacked is not a foregone 
conclusion. The Assured Way is 
proactive and empowering.” 
   ASSURED’S PROACTIVE PHILOSOPHY

With its innovative TripleHelixSM, Assured  

Enterprises has shifted the cybersecurity par-

adigm away from the reactive “old school” to a 

genuine, proactive approach to cybersecurity 

based on hard, scientific facts—not speculation, 

not “predictive analytics” or hypothetical models. 

TripleHelixSM begins by collecting and meticulous-

ly analyzing thousands of data points across 25 

different categories—covering not only hardware, 

software and network connections, but also pol-

icies, procedures, risk management, insurance, 

T H E  A G O N Y 

Annual cybersecurity risk assess-

ments, known vulnerability reports and 

regulatory/compliance requirements demand 

that your organization engage many outside 

“experts” who impact your IT department through-

out the course of the year. Re-evaluating 

individual providers for a PCI, HIPAA, New York State  

Cyber Risk or other compliance review is often time 

consuming and frustrating. The agonizing coup de 

grâce is that after you receive, read and study 

these reports you have no better idea than you 

did before on how to improve your organization’s 

cyber health or to reduce its cyber risks. Reports: 

yes. Improved security: no. 

You’re stuck in a never-ending loop. Why can’t 

these assessments and reports produce action-

able steps?  

If this isn’t enough, noise from cybersecurity ven-

dors compounds the chaos and entirely fails to 

address your most urgent problems. Where can 

you find a cybersecurity partner who empowers 

you to be proactive, to measure your organization’s 

cyber health and to reduce its cyber risk, making 



threats from bad actors ranging from nation states to insiders 

and many others in between, the impact of a breach analysis and 

much more. 

Assured delivers a written roadmap that details both cost- 

effective improvements to your environment you can implement 

now and lays out a plan for future improvements you can plan 

and budget in an orderly manner for the future. 

Assured provides a proprietary CyberScore®— a current measure of cyber health and a benchmark  

against which to measure future improvements which, like a FICO® score, allows your organization to 

understand where you are and where you are going. Finally, Assured delivers your own Regulatory Com-

pliance Dossier, filled with virtually any reports you might need.

TripleHelixSM is the most comprehensive risk assessment system and the most precise cyber risk diagnostic 

system available. 

Y O U R  R E G U L AT O R Y  C O M P L I A N C E  D O S S I E R

Until TripleHelixSM, the process of satisfying the latest compliance requirements, standards and best 

practices was an exhausting, time-consuming, expensive and thankless task. More importantly, without 

TripleHelixSM, you simply had no way to achieve true visibility into the risk inherent in your enterprise. 

TripleHelixSM offers a one-stop, time- and cost-effective, comprehensive assessment and gives you the 

option to have virtually any regulatory, compliance or best practices report prepared and delivered into 

MATURITY

IMPACT

THREAT

The Three Strands of TripleHelixSM

MATURITY-identify existing gaps, weaknesses and 
vulnerabilities in your organization.

THREAT-identify the bad actors that pose the threats 
relative to your organization, including state-sponsored 
adversaries, “hacktivists,” organized crime, commercial 
spies, insider threats and more.

IMPACT-evaluate the impact of potential cyber breaches 
from the vantage point of data, reputation and monetary 
loss, theft of intellectual property, legal ramifications and 
other factors.



your organization’s own Regulatory Compliance Dossier. Imagine having the regulatory agency’s report 

before the regulators ever arrive. TripleHelixSM ensures accuracy and demonstrates veracity to achieve 

proactive cybersecurity and begin your remediation plan before the regulators deliver their critique.

By populating your customized Regulatory Compliance Dossier with the universe of reports you identify 

as critical to your organization,  TripleHelixSM delivers all relevant information and metrics in the way most 

useful to you and, at the same time saves both time and money.

Faster, better, cheaper and what you decide you need! How’s that for a disruptive technology?

Even though TripleHelixSM may be the one-stop you need for cyber risk assessments and reports; it is not 

one size fits all. 

Outdated diagnostic methods, like relying on x-rays alone, is not the Assured Way. TripleHelixSM examines 

the unique cyber DNA of your enterprise to unlock the optimum treatment for you. 

R E G U L AT O R Y  C O M P L I A N C E  D O S S I E R  D E L I V E R A B L E S

T H E  A L C H E M Y  O F  T R I P L E H E L I X S M 

Though the science behind TripleHelixSM is complex, the customer experience is simple and straightfor-

ward—TripleHelixSM delivers faster, better and simpler cybersecurity and provides the recommendations 

and visibility you need.

The TripleHelixSM framework is a proven five-step process that empowers you to devise the appropriate 

remediation and improvement program for your organization.

 

Best Practices

Certifications 

Compliance

Guidelines

Industry Standards

Legal Requirements

Political Requirements

Recommended 
Requirements

COBIT® 5

DIACAP DIARMF

FAIR

FDA – 21 CFR Part 11

FERPA

FFIEC

FISMA

GLBA

HIPAA

HITRUST CF

ISO 27001/02

MiFID 

NASA OIG

NCUA – 12CFR Part 748

NIST

NIST CSF

NYS-DFS Cybersecurity                       
Report 

PCI

PIA

SEC

SOX

TYPES OF REPORTS SOME OF THE REPORTS TRIPLEHELIXSM CAN PROVIDE



ANALYSIS & ASSESSMENT
Run the three strands of TripleHelixSM: Maturity, Threat 
and Impact.

ASSUREDSCANDKV®

The deepest software scan available, AssuredScanDKV® 
automatically unbundles and scans libraries, DLLs and 
executables for known vulnerabilities.

ROADMAP
Delivers itemized options with a cost-effective plan to 
improve your cybersecurity posture. Recommendations 
take into account your workflow, resources and time.

CYBERSCORE®

Distills Assured’s comprehensive analysis into a risk 
assessment benchmark in one easy-to-understand 
number akin to a credit score.

REGULATORY COMPLIANCE DOSSIER
Prepared exclusively for your enterprise, your Regulatory 
Compliance Dossier will include virtually any report that 
meets your unique compliance, certification, standards, 
best practices and guideline requirements.
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5 Steps to the TripleHelixSM Framework



T H E  D AW N  O F  A  N E W  E R A

AssuredScanDKV® closes the  
holes in the software resident  
on your system.

 

Attacks against known software vulnerabilities ac-

count for about 80% of successful data breaches. 

According to the FBI and DHS, Russian hackers ex-

ploited known vulnerabilities in the software at the 

Democratic National Committee (DNC) to breach 

that system. Hackers successfully utilized this same 

attack method in other widely reported hacks, like 

Target. The “old school” cybersecurity approach 

wants you to fear becoming tomorrow’s lead story 

on the nightly news and to sign up for post-breach 

crisis management. But, you can forget fear. There 

is a proactive, reliable, businesslike solution. As part 

of a full TripleHelixSM assessment, Assured runs 

AssuredScanDKV®, the only deep software scan-

ner on market that Detects Known Vulnerabilities 

(DKV) in software on your network. Assured does  

this utilizing its patent-pending method of un-

packing libraries, DLLs and executables. And  the  

system even allows for periodic updates. Assured-

ScanDKV® is not a mere monitor; it produces 

actionable, step-by-step remediation information, 

ensuring that immediate resolution is on the way. 

Using Assured’s data, you and your team can 

decide to plug the holes yourselves or to enlist As-

sured to help you do that. It’s up to you. 

NTT Global Threat Report (2015) 76%

Software Engineering Institute (2015) 90%

97%

Verizon Data Breach Investigations Report (2015) 99.9%

Strategic Security Survey (2015)

             Attacks against known software vulnerabilities
             Other Attacks 

The Assured Way reduces the attack surface 

against your network by targeting the most com-

mon area of successful attacks. 

If you had access to a system that could have 

prevented the Russian attack on the DNC, wouldn’t 

you use it?

G O  B E Y O N D  T H E  G L I T Z  A N D  T H E  N O I S E

It’s  easy to be dazzled by  the pretty graphics of    a 

typical vulnerability dashboard monitor. But relying 

on a system that identifies the holes and indicates 

how to close them up tight, all in real-world time, 

is a far wiser choice. That is exactly what Assured 

has done for the US Department of Defense, with  

AssuredScanDKV®.  And TripleHelixSM delivers add-

ed value by providing information and insights that 

enable you to better manage work flow, staffing 

and budget, because TripleHelixSM provides one-

stop shopping with a measurable action plan. 

TripleHelixSM streamlines what you need to do to-

day, and at the same time provides visibility and 

insight into what you ought to do tomorrow.



Be a Hero for your…

A U S T I N ,  T X  /  N AT I O N A L  C A P I T A L  R E G I O N

+1.202.215.4320

info@assured.enterprises

www.assured.enterprises

Schedule a TripleHelixSM demo and be the catalyst for change in 
your enterprise: www.assured.enterprises/revolution

http://www.assured.enterprises 
mailto:www.assured.enterprises/revolution?subject=Request%20for%20demo%20from%20One-Stop%20Document

